
Evaluating ICs



Reject continuous data

Equivalent



Reject continuous data

Click and drag with mouse

over noisy data to reject



Rejecting data for ICA

To prepare data for ICA:

Keep
Reject

... but keep stereotyped 
artifacts (like eye blinks)

Reject large muscle or 
otherwise strange events...



Independent Component Analysis

x = scalp EEG W = unmixing matrix

ICA

W-1 (scalp projections)

W*x = u

u = sources
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“Secrets” to a good ICA decomposition



‘extended’,1

Option Default Comments

‘extended’ 0 1 is recommended to 
find sub-gaussians

‘stop’ 1e-7 final weight change  stop

‘lrate’ determined too small  too long…
from data too large  wts blow up

‘maxsteps’ 512 more channels  more steps

‘pca’ 0 or             Decompose only a                                                  
EEG.nbchan      principal data subspace

‘stop’,1e-7‘lrate’,1e-3‘maxsteps’,750‘pca’,50

Runica options

Other algorithms:
binica,sobi,acsobiro



Runica progress…



ICA weights in EEG structure



ICA weights in EEG structure

*

EEG.icawinv = inv(EEG.icaweights *  EEG.icasphere)



Applying ICA weights to EEG data

EEG.icaweights
*

EEG.icasphere

EEG.data

EEG.icaact

matrix

multiplication
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Applying ICA weights to EEG data

Note: .wts and .sph not saved as separate files by EEGLAB,
you must save them yourself:

floatwrite(EEG.icaweights,'C:\MyDirectory\ICA.wts');

Same for sphering matrix



Plot ICA scalp maps



Single-dipole projections



Compare 'good' and 'bad' scalp maps

chaotic gradients

no clear patterns

INconsistent with single dipoles

smooth gradients

concentric rings (when radial)

consistent with single dipoles



Scroll component activities

Time periods that are not independent across ICs 
should be removed and ICA run again for better decomposition



Plot component power



Plot component power

6



Component ERPs



Component ERP image



ERP Image basics

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

ERP Image

by default, sorted by
time-on-task 

(1st trial, 2nd trial, ...)



ERP Image basics
Trial 1:
Trial 2:
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ERP Images: smoothing across trials



EEGLAB Workshop XIII, June 21-23, 2011, Aspet, France: Claire Braboszcz – Evaluating ICA components

Component ERP Images



Plot ICA component properties

Trial 4

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

ERP Image

Does not require
epoched dataset,

but ERP image
will be less 
informative 



Exercise

• ALL
- Load stern_125Hz.set

• Novice
- Plot IC scalp maps
- Scroll the IC activations and compare to channel data scroll

• Intermediate 
- Plot IC power, try different parameters from the GUI
- Plot IC ERP images, try different parameters
- Plot IC properties

• Advanced
- Practice saving EEG.icaweights and EEG.icasphere as .wts

and .sph files and re-apply the weights again to stern.set
- Try removing channels and run ICA again, how is the 

decomposition affected when there are very few channels?



Supplementary lessons



Explanation of "sphering"

For more explanation, see:

http://sccn.ucsd.edu/~arno/indexica.html

and http://sccn.ucsd.edu/wiki/Linear_Representations_and_Basis_Vectors

"Sphering":
Remove channel
correlations

Equal variance 
on both (all) axes

Original data

Sphered data

Like ICA, sphering is also a linear 
operation, so re-projecting to original 

space simply requires multiplying 
with weight matrix

http://sccn.ucsd.edu/%7Earno/indexica.html
http://sccn.ucsd.edu/wiki/Linear_Representations_and_Basis_Vectors
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